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employing class. Another was that trade unionism did not
attain its present stability until the ' Industrial Revolution '
achieved the final victory of capitalism by taking from the
workers the ownership of the instruments of production ;
while at the same time it evoked a more continuous resist-
ance to capitalism by concentrating the workers in large
factories, where a sense of security was instilled in them by
the confidence born of numbers.
The	An analysis of the industrial structure provides ample
industrial
structure.
industrial	Of capitalist phenomena, and reveals the extent
to which the entrepreneur had assumed direction of the
economic mechanism. At every stage of production and
marketing we have evidence that men endowed with organiz-
ing abilities were finding a wider field for the exercise of their
talents than lay within the four walls of their town.
Marketing. Observe, first, that there had already developed an
elaborate machinery for the distribution of raw materials.
Yorkshire consumed the short staple wool grown in Norfolk,
while Norwich worked up the long staple raised in Lincoln-
shire and Leicestershire. The need for an intermediary who
would link up the manufacturing districts with distant
sources of supply was met by the wool-staplers: it was
their function to treat the kingdom as a single economic
unit upon which any locality could draw for the satisfaction
of its own special requirements. In a similar way the
numerous industries which consumed large quantities of
coal—brewing, brick-making, dyeing, glass-making, lime-
burning, soap-boiling, sugar-refining, casting of brass and
copper, and making iron wares—were able to obtain their
fuel even when they were situated remote from the coal
mines. Moreover the importation of cotton, silk, flax,
Spanish wool and Swedish iron shows that manufacturers
of cotton in Lancashire, Cheshire, Derbyshire and Dorset-
shire, manufacturers of silk in London, Derby, Coventry,
Norwich and Macclesfield, manufacturers of linen in a dozen
English counties, manufacturers of ' Spanish cloth' in the
West Country, and Sheffield cutlers famed in the days of
Chaucer for their knives, were not precluded from, utilising

